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FDIC

All the rules & regulations you come up with will be pointless without real enforcement.

Real accountability & oversight is needed of America's financial institutions ASAP.
If nothing is done the next financial crisis will look like a day at the beach.

I gave the full details to the Federal Reserve so they could see everything with their own eyes
and not take me word.

USA's own President doesn't care about the danger the US economy is being put in. Trump
White House correspondence sent me a "Thank You for your Support" and
contact@action.gop.com sent me a monthly donation request. No help was offered or given.

The Federal Reserve filed a CFPB complaint on my behalf. The CFPB closed the complaint
without doing any investigation or holding the bank accountable. The US economy continues
to be negatively impacted on a large scale.

The Executives of 5 different banks gave a green light to their bank employees to knowingly
violate USA's laws, lie to the US Courts to enrich the bank & cover up wrong doing.

The CFPB could have done something about it, it chose not to.

The internet recorded every detail as it happened. You the FDIC, OCC & more filed CFPB
complaints on my behalf. The CFPB closed them without investigation or holding the banks
accountable.
I gave the full papertrail & red flags to Congress, the Senate & FBI.

Bank Executives that green lighted bank staff to knowingly cover up wrong doing need to lose
their jobs. Bank staff that were just following orders need to lose their jobs. Ignorance of the
law is no excuse.

I lived through the last financial crisis & Obama recovery effort. I learned USC, CFR & more
from the Library of Congress so I could help prevent that nightmare from happening again.

FDIC whatever authority you have to protect the economy needs to be put into action. From
2017-to present no one has done anything about this.

Tinee Carraker
Private Banker
for the US economy
Since 2016
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